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Let’s give the Trans-
portation Security Ad-
ministration one last
chance.

After the release of a
Government Accountability O!ce
report that revealed widespread TSA
employee misconduct, including
screeners involved in theft and drug
smuggling, public sentiment is
squarely on the side of a top-to-bot-
tom overhaul that could privatize or
dismantle the agency assigned to
protect America’s transportation
systems.

But today, just a few days before
the 9/11 anniversary, is not the time
to talk about the end of the TSA. This
is the moment to take account of the
failings of one of America’s least-
loved agencies, and to say: Our pa-
tience has its limits; it’s almost up.

The GAO report is notable for two
reasons. First, no other o!cial report
card has come this close to reflecting
the traveling public’s deep disap-
pointment with America’s federal
screeners or with the TSA’s apparent

disinterest in fixing itself.
The study, which found a 26% rise

in employee misconduct in the last
three years, outlined numerous agen-
cy sins, such as transportation secu-
rity o!cers who failed to conduct
security or equipment checks or who
simply allowed passengers and bag-
gage to bypass screening. It also de-
scribed an organization that appears
disinterested in improving its image
at a DNA level. Of the 9,600 cases of
employee misconduct analyzed by
investigators from 2010 through
2012, less than half resulted in letters
of reprimand, less than a third result-
ed in suspensions of a definite dura-
tion, and just 17% resulted in the
employee’s removal.

“The TSA lists integrity as one of
its core values,” Rep. Je" Duncan, R-
S.C., said at a congressional hearing
following the report’s release. “But,
unfortunately, integrity has been lost
in many cases.”

Interestingly, the TSA essentially
agrees with the government watch-
dogs. In a statement released after
the report, TSA said it’s “already
working” to implement the recom-
mendations, which include setting up
a process for reviewing violations,
improved record-keeping, and proce-
dures for following up on misconduct
investigations.

For some air travelers, that’s too
little, too late. As they reflect on the
9/11 anniversary, they consider the
TSA to be a shameful byproduct of
the terrorist attack — an unintelli-
gent, knee-jerk reaction that created
a $6.3 billion-a-year behemoth.

“What a complete waste of taxpay-
er money,” says Cheryl Wahlheim, an
information technology manager
from Boulder, Colo. Several years
ago, she contacted me after she says a
TSA agent stole jewelry from her lug-
gage. She believes things have only
gotten worse since then. A promise
to do better from the TSA is laugh-
able to her and the many other TSA
critics I hear from every day.

Others are willing to give the proc-
ess more time, but their reasons are
pragmatic. What would replace the
beleaguered agency? “Have people
forgotten the dreadful minimum-
wage, minimally trained rent-a-cops
that used to handle airport security?”
wonders Garry Margolis, a Los Ange-
les marketing consultant.

We haven’t. But many travelers be-
lieve that anything is better than an
agency whose employees sometimes
sleep on the job, steal from passen-
gers, take bribes and fail to screen us.
Never mind the problematic choice
between an “enhanced” pat-down
and walking through a full-body
scanner that some say hasn’t been
adequately tested and can be easily
foiled.

So, listen up, TSA: This is your fi-
nal warning. As we near the 12th an-
niversary of the terrorist attacks,
travelers want more than a few
tweaks recommended by the GAO.
They want real change. Now.

The TSA is still developing a final
rule, required by a U.S. Court of Ap-
peals, on the use of its controversial

full-body scanners. According to a
survey of public comments on a gov-
ernment regulations website, most
Americans favor a return to the
tried-and-true magnetometers and
want the TSA to stop using pat-
downs and full-body scanners. Bow-
ing to their wishes would be a good
start.

Beyond that, our requirements are
modest. We want the TSA to screen
airline passengers without stealing
from them. We want to see polite, ef-
ficient TSA employees when we’re
flying, not at NFL games, political
conventions or Amtrak stations —
places to which they’re spreading un-
der the TSA’s troubling, low-profile
VIPR program, which handles o"-
airport transportation security.

We’re unimpressed with the week-
ly tallies posted on the TSA blog of
weapons confiscated by screeners;
we just want to know when they’ve
stopped a terrorist from blowing up a
plane. And when the TSA says it has a
“zero tolerance” policy for miscon-
duct in the workplace, we don’t want
to hear about a 26% rise in employee
misbehavior.

If it can’t do that, then maybe pri-
vatizing parts of the agency — as my
congressman, Rep. John Mica, R-
Fla., wants to — is the way to go.
Then again, maybe the TSA in its
present form is beyond redemption,
and needs to be scrapped and re-
placed by something else.

Christopher Elliott is a consumer advocate
and editor at large for National Geographic
Traveler. Visit his website at elliott.org.
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A passenger undergoes a pat-down at the TSA passenger-screening
area at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport in August. 

BERLIN At the IFA 2013 trade show
in Berlin, the most buzzed-about an-
nouncements have been for big gad-
gets from some of the most familiar
names in tech. When the dust settles
and these TVs, tablets and smart-
watches start hitting the streets,
you’ll be as likely to find them in Ber-
lin as you are in Boston or Beijing. 

Gadgets are gadgets, regardless of
country code, but the lesson to learn
at IFA is that there’s a big gap in the
way that Americans and Europeans
live with their tech — especially in
the way that they furnish their
homes. IFA is a massive showcase for
home appliances, particularly those
from major European brands such as
Bosch, Miele and Electrolux AEG
(and others that most Americans
have probably never heard of ). The
dishwashers, fridges, ranges and
laundry machines are like strange
mutations of the machines you’d see
in the States.

Think of it like the di"erence be-
tween the English and German lan-
guages: They share common
ancestors, but over time they’ve be-
come foreign enough for the details
to get lost in translation. Regardless
of nationality, manufacturers push
the basic message that a better ma-
chine leads to an easier, happier and
generally better life. But what consti-
tutes a better machine is very much
up for debate. In the U.S., an innova-
tive appliance saves time and money.
In Europe, it works smarter, and
looks good doing it. 

The most immediately striking dif-
ference between the appliances here
at IFA and those in typical American
homes is in the sleek designs of the
European models. Looking good is
feeling good, and these machines are
meant for more than just doing your
chores.

“Great design makes (appliances) a
pleasure to use,” said Samsung’s Won
Park-Costof at a press conference an-
nouncing the company’s see-through
double-door fridge. (Samsung is a
South Korean company, but it has
the largest share of the European re-

frigerator market.) 
Since there’s not a similar appli-

ance culture in the United States,
there’s not a big American appliance
trade show. The annual Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas is the
next-closest thing, but unlike IFA it’s
closed to the public, and appliance
tech plays only a peripheral role. At
CES 2013, the only significant appli-
ance stories concerned an oven run-
ning Android and a Samsung fridge
capable of posting to Evernote and
Twitter.

But at IFA, there are at least a doz-
en cool new appliance innovations to
scope out, packed with experimental
features that are rare (if not com-
pletely unheard of ) in the U.S. Sie-
mens showed o" a fridge that takes a
picture of its own interior, so that
you can see its contents while you’re
away — at the supermarket, for in-
stance. Totally flat, monolithic induc-
tion cooktops were everywhere,
including one from Bosch with two
huge “flex” cooking zones (rather
than four individual zones for pots
and pans). 

Miele’s new flagship W1 washer,
introduced at IFA, has a feature
called TwinDos. It’s a big compart-
ment that holds two pre-measured
detergent tubs, which only need to be
filled every few dozen cycles. The
W1’s PowerWash feature can re-cir-
culate soapy water rather than just
dredging clothes through the same
dirty puddle. The matching T1 dryer
has a nozzle in the door, meant for a
steam cycle. Miele also debuted a
new dishwasher that opens by knock-
ing twice on the front panel. It has no
exterior handle or buttons, so it can
just blend into your cabinetry. 

There are giant booths at this con-
ference dedicated to these machines,
and actual press conferences to an-
nounce them. (In the U.S., most
products are introduced through
statements, or just quietly appear in
showrooms.) It’s a world apart from
any stateside show.

So what will it take for Americans
to start celebrating appliances, rather
then treating them like a chore? A
place to get excited about them
would be a great start.

EUROPEAN APPLIANCES WORK SMARTER
People who live across
the pond expect more
from their machines

Liam F. McCabe
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Washing machines are on display at the Panasonic area at the IFA
2013 consumer electronics trade fair in Berlin.
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SONY DSC-RX1
$2,799 MSRP
Its price may seem stratospherically
high for a camera that can’t zoom or
change lenses, but the RX1 is one of
the best digital cameras ever made.
Sony’s fixed-focal marvel offers peer-
less image quality for its class, thanks
to a full-frame image sensor and
fantastic Zeiss lens. If you’re serious
about your photos but don’t want the
bulk of a DSLR, this could be a great
choice.

EIZO COLOREDGE CX240
$1,500 MSRP
Professionals working in art and de-
sign agree that accurate color is the
top priority in a computer monitor.
Enter the Eizo CX240, a pricey but
high-performance 24-inch monitor. It
wields an assortment of features for
the discerning user, including multiple
calibration tools and a great, flexible
design.

SONY XPERIA TABLET Z
$499/$599 MSRP (16 GB/32 GB)
This tablet from Sony still packs a
punch despite its wafer-thin design.
Highlights include a slew of connectiv-
ity options, expandable memory and
a beautifully accurate screen. Sony’s
modified Android operating system
makes real improvements to the user
experience, making this one of the
better couch-surfing tablets.

FRIGIDAIRE PROFESSIONAL
FPHS2699PF
$1,699 MSRP
Living up to a “Professional” moniker
is no mean feat, but Frigidaire man-
ages to make good on its promise.
One of the best side-by-side refriger-
ators on the market, this Frigidaire
matches style with performance.
Spaciousness and power efficiency
are just the icing on the cake.
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The traditional TV establishment
has not sat idly by as Internet-based
streaming-video services such as
Netflix infiltrated the nation’s living
rooms.

Pay-TV providers have slowly
strengthened their own foothold in
homes with newer set-top boxes that
o"er video on demand of not only
movies, but recent TV episodes. Set-
top boxes with on-demand viewing
capabilities are now in about 60% of
U.S. households, up from 37% in
2008, says a new Nielsen report out

today. 
Overall, about 102.7 million homes

had pay-TV service from a cable, sat-
ellite or telephone company in the
second quarter of 2013, down from
about 103.2 million in 2012, accord-
ing to Nielsen’s Viewing on Demand
report. Another 10.9 million homes
get only broadcast TV.

Younger viewers are more likely to
use VOD; about 31% of those ages 18-
34 told Nielsen they used it, com-
pared with 23% of those 35 and old-
er. 

Video on demand has caught on
because the libraries of movies and
TV episodes can be stored in the
cloud and accessed via set-top boxes.
And networks have gotten on board
because they can keep commercials
in VOD episodes and also include
VOD viewership in their pitches to
advertisers. “Video-on-demand view-
ing has really changed significantly

over the past year,” says
Dounia Turrill, senior
vice president for client
insights at Nielsen. “It
used to be very di!cult
to find VOD (on your
pay-TV service), and
now it’s very easy.”

Pay-TV providers and
TV networks alike have
turned their attention to
video on demand be-
cause of the growing au-
dience drawn to Netflix
and other Internet video
outlets such as Amazon
Instant Video, Hulu and
YouTube.

These newer digital
video outlets are cutting
into time spent in front of live TV, ac-
cording to a recent eMarketer report.
Live TV remains the most popular
prime-time viewing option (67% of

respondents ages 18-49
watched), but nearly
half (49%) also watched
streaming videos during
prime time.

Younger viewers, es-
pecially, are more likely
to watch streamed con-
tent and online videos,
with 40% of those ages
18-34 watching at least
once a day, compared
with 21% of those ages
35-49, the research
found.

So far, the most likely
content to be watched
on demand is movies,
which 52% of Nielsen’s
homes reported watch-

ing. But 29% watched general dra-
mas that way. That makes sense,
Nielsen’s Turrill says, because those
were what viewers were most accus-

tomed to finding in VOD libraries.
But as libraries expand with recent
TV episodes, “we will be looking to
see if there’s a shift,” she says.

Time spent watching the tradi-
tional TV is up, with the average
home watching nearly 147 hours
each month during the second quar-
ter of 2013, up from about 145 hours
last year, Nielsen found. Time spent
viewing rose even more in African-
American homes, to nearly 207 hours
from more than 202 last year, while
viewing time dropped a few hours in
Hispanic and Asian-American homes
to about 121 hours and 86 hours,
respectively.

That might seem to run counter to
other findings, but “television is still
extremely strong and extremely rele-
vant,” Turrill says. “When you do
look at platforms like VOD, they are
delivered on television, but they are
new flavors of delivery.” 

Pay-TV providers, networks click to video on demand
They’re trying to cater
to customers who use
Internet-based services 

Mike Snider
@MikeSnider
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